Purpose of review: Aggressive behavior has adaptive value in many natural environments; however, it places substantial burden and costs on human society. For this reason, there has long been interest in understanding the neurobiological basis of aggression. This interest, and the flourishing of neuroimaging research in general, has spurred the development of a large and growing scientific literature on the topic. As a result, a neural circuit model of aggressive behavior has emerged that implicates interconnected brain regions that are involved in emotional reactivity, emotion regulation, and cognitive control. Recent findings: Recently, behavioral paradigms that simulate provocative interactions have been adapted to neuroimaging protocols, providing an opportunity to directly probe the involvement of neural circuits in an aggressive interaction. Here we review neuroimaging studies of simulated aggressive interactions in research volunteers. We focus on studies that use a well-validated laboratory paradigm for reactive physical aggression and examine the neural correlates of provocation, retaliation, and evaluating punishment of an opponent. Summary: Overall, the studies reviewed support the involvement of neural circuits that support emotional reactivity, emotion regulation, and cognitive control in aggressive behavior. Based on a synthesis of this literature, future research directions are discussed.
Introduction
A rich literature supports the role of biological and neurobiological factors in aggressive behavior. Genetic factors account for variation in aggressive behavior [1] [2] [3] , and neurotransmitters acting centrally in the brain are thought to facilitate or constrain aggression. Lesion and neuroimaging studies point to the role of abnormal brain structure and function in aggressive and antisocial behavior [4] . This literature has begun to converge on a neural circuit model of aggression in humans [5, 6••, 7, 8 ••] that includes diverse circuits (i.e., brain regions that interact to comprise a network). The circuits hypothesized to play a role in aggression overlap with those that support emotional response and arousal, emotional regulation, and cognitive control.
Studies of the neural circuitry of aggression have focused on structural brain differences between healthy and aggressive participants (e.g., [4, 9] ) or on functional differences in brain activity observed while subjects completed standard tasks assessing emotional or cognitive processes (such as viewing emotional faces) [4, 10••, 11, 12] . Within the past few years, laboratory paradigms that simulate aggressive interactions behaviorally (paradigms which have been used in aggression research for decades) have been adapted to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), allowing researchers to study the neural basis of aggressive behavior in vivo in real time. This research provides an opportunity to evaluate hypotheses about the neural underpinnings of aggression; to more fully characterize the "normal" neural circuitry of reactive aggression in healthy human subjects; and to identify patterns of neural activity that may be abnormal in individuals with pathological (i.e., severe and chronic) aggression. This review will (1) review the literature on neural circuits implicated in aggression and (2) compare these with findings from fMRI adaptations of aggression-simulating paradigms. The review will focus specifically on reactive aggression paradigms that simulate physically provocative aggressive social interactions.
Current neural circuit models of emotion highlight the involvement of and interconnections between cortical structures of the prefrontal and medioprefrontal cortices, subcortical regions, and striatal brain regions [13, 14] . Brain regions within these neural circuits are involved in generating emotions (i.e., emotional responses) and regulating emotions. Key structures involved in generating emotions include the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (i.e., orbitofrontal cortex; OFC), amygdala, ventral striatum, and insula. The amygdala plays as a key role in processing emotions, detecting environmental threats, arousal, and facilitating the stress response [15] . The amygdala is also believed to facilitate behavioral and autonomic responses to threat [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Rich structural and functional interconnections facilitate the amygdala's involvement in a variety of social and emotional processes [15, 19] . The insula, also implicated in emotional responding, appears to encode viscerosensory information from the body along a posterior-anterior gradient [21, 22] . The insula is also involved in cognitive functions such as detecting and redirecting cognitive resources toward responding to salient events [23] . The ventral striatum (VS) facilitates learning about how cues predict rewards and reinforcement [13] . The VS responds to both primary and secondary reinforcers (e.g., food and money; [24, 25] ) and even to abstract social rewards [26] . The OFC's role in emotional experience includes integrating affective information from the amygdala, ventral striatum, and other regions to track the affective value of specific stimuli within the current context [27] . This valuation function of the OFC comes into play in processes that are relevant to aggression including emotional valuation and decision-making.
Emotion regulation (ER) involves using regulation strategies to modify ongoing emotional experience. Broadly, emotion regulation processes are supported by functionally distinct but interconnected regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and subcortical brain regions that are involved in emotional processes. Important regions for emotion regulation include the OFC, dorsomedial PFC (DMPFC), dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC), ventral lateral PFC (VLPFC), rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), and dorsal ACC (dACC). Based in part on basic research findings, a model has been proposed in which anatomical connections between cortical and subcortical regions facilitate both bottom-up ("feedforward") and topdown ("feedback") emotional processes [28] , with feedback mechanisms supporting emotion regulation. Finally, connections between cortical regions (i.e., cortico-cortical connections) are also implicated in emotion regulation. Anatomical and functional connections between the OFC and other PFC, limbic, sensory, and striatal regions support the OFC's hypothesized roles in downregulating negative affect [29] , integrating sensory input [30] , and representing the value of action outcomes [31] .
Cognitive control (CC) describes a group of cognitive processes that support the flexible pursuit of goals through mechanisms such as performance monitoring and behavioral adjustment [32] . CC includes distinct facets such as attentional vigilance, initiation of behavior, inhibition, flexibility, planning, and working memory. Aspects of cognitive control are tapped by standardized behavioral paradigms including: Stroop and Flanker tasks (conflict monitoring); Stop and Go/No-Go tasks (inhibition), and others. A recent meta-analysis of cognitive control neuroimaging studies found support for a hierarchical network comprising both an overarching component and specific subcomponents [33] . Niendam and colleagues found that several brain regions are activated across facets of executive cognitive function: lateral and medial PFC; superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyri; OFC and DLPFC; medial ACC; superior and inferior parietal lobes; temporal regions; subcortical regions (thalamus, caudate, putamen); and cerebellum. The most robust activations were in the DLPFC, ACC, parietal lobe, and precuneus. Classically, emotional functions (e.g., assessing emotional information and emotional responding) of the ACC have been considered to be localized more in the rostral subdivision (rACC), while cognitive functions (motor control, error detection, conflict monitoring) are associated with the dorsal subdivision (dACC; [34] ); however, their roles are probably not mutually exclusive [35] .
What is the evidence that the neural circuits that support emotional arousal, emotion regulation, and cognitive control also mediate aggressive behavior? Aggressive behavior is often observed under conditions of threat or aversive stimulation [36, 37] . Viewing angry faces has been shown to activate the OFC, ACC, DMPFC, and insula [38, 39] . The OFC is also engaged when subjects participate in anger-inducing script driven imagery (regional cerebral blood flow; rCBF; [40] ) or imagine responding aggressively to provocation [41] . Damage to frontal lobe regions is associated with behavioral changes including impulsiveness and aggressiveness [42, 43] , and acquired injury to medial and orbitofrontal brain areas, in particular, is associated with aggressive behavior [44] . Patients with lesions to the ventral frontal lobes experience increased anger and impairments in recognizing emotional facial expressions and emotional vocal expressions [45] . These patients also show deficits in adaptive decision-making and deficient physiological responses during decision-making [46] . Evidence also implicates the amygdala in aggressive behavior. Early studies of amygdala lesions show effects on aggressive behavior [47] [48] [49] . Some fMRI studies have found angry faces, specifically, to activate the amygdala [50, 51] , while others have not (see [38] ). Nomura et al. (2004) found that fMRI blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal change in the amygdala correlated positively with subjects' perceptions of anger intensity. These authors also observed that activity in the right amygdala was functionally inversely correlated with activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus, supporting the notion of corticolimbic downregulation of emotion.
In humans, chronic, severe aggression is associated with emotional dysregulation. Pathological aggression, as evidenced by meeting criteria for intermittent explosive disorder (IED), is highly comorbid with psychiatric disorders characterized by emotional disturbance (depression), hyper-arousal (posttraumatic stress disorder), and emotional lability (borderline personality disorder; [52, 53] ). Individuals with IED also report more negative emotionality, greater affective lability, and impulsive decision-making than non-aggressive psychiatrically healthy individuals [54, 55] . Functional neuroimaging studies point to differences between healthy and aggressive individuals in emotional and cognitive control neural networks. Coccaro et al. (2007) found that aggressive individuals with IED showed decreased OFC and increased amygdala activity when viewing angry faces compared to healthy subjects. Healthy subjects also showed greater BOLD response to emotional faces generally in regions of prefrontal cortex including rostral and dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, middle frontal gyrus, and superior frontal gyrus. Similar to the earlier study by Nomura et al. (2004) , healthy subjects showed inverse functional connectivity between the amygdala and the OFC while viewing emotional faces; however, IED subjects showed no significant functional connectivity between these regions, suggesting that aggressive subjects may have impaired connectivity in the cortico-limbic pathway thought to support emotion regulation. The amygdala and connectivity (but not OFC) findings have since been replicated [11] . With respect to cognitive control neural circuitry, Raine and colleagues found that, while both affective and predatory murderers showed higher glucose metabolism during a cognitive control task (continuous performance task; CPT) in right subcortical regions (including the amygdala) than healthy control subjects, only affective murderers showed decrease prefrontal brain functioning (medial and lateral; [56] ). The affective murderers also showed lower ratios of prefrontal to subcortical functioning. In another study, Raine and colleagues (1997) observed lower glucose metabolism among violent offenders compared to control subjects during the CPT, despite the absence of any performance differences (response errors) on the task. In another study, MeyerLindenberg and colleagues (2006) found that male carriers of a low transcribing monoamine oxidase (MAO-L) gene, who are at greater risk for aggressive and violent behavior, showed lower dACC activity during a flanker task compared to MAO-H carriers [57] . In sum, there is evidence from standard neuroscience tasks that aggressive individuals show hyperreactivity in limbic brain regions that mediate emotional arousal and hypo-reactivity in brain regions that mediate emotion regulation and cognitive control [ 
Laboratory Aggression Paradigms
Laboratory-based paradigms for aggression were developed to address the need to study aggressive behavior systematically, efficiently, and under highly controlled and safe conditions. These paradigms solve many of the challenges to studying aggression, including the low-base rate of the behavior, stigma, and heterogeneity in its expression. A classic paradigm that has served as the basis for several neuroimaging studies is the Taylor Reaction-Time Task [59] . In this paradigm, the research subject interacts via computer with an "opponent," who is actually fictitious. The participant and opponent engage in an interactive cover task (a reaction-time competition) that draws attention away from the true purpose of the study-to observe aggressive behavior-thus minimizing the potential influence of social desirability motives. The subject and ostensible opponent compete in a series of RT trials, and the loser of each trial receives an aversive stimulus (e.g., fingertip shock) the intensity of which is set by the other person. Adaptations to the task have used other aversive stimuli such as loud noise blasts or monetary deductions. Metaanalyses support the validity of the approach and the sensitivity to individual differences and experimental manipulations [37, 60] .
Several studies have translated the Taylor Reaction-Time (TRT) into event-related fMRI designs that retain key aspects of the original task. Task implementation varies across studies, but all adaptations include a provocation by the opponent, retaliation by the subject, and an outcome phase in which punishment is administered to the loser of the competitive task. Based on the existing literature, we expect that, across studies, provocation will invoke neural circuitry related to experiencing emotions (emotional processing, autonomic arousal) and emotion regulation; retaliation is expected to involve brain regions implicated in cognitive control (including rostral and dorsal regions of ACC) and motor movements. Finally, we expected that trait aggression will be associated with increased reactivity to provocation in amygdala and insula and decreased activity in prefrontal regions that support emotion regulation.
Functional Neuroimaging of Aggression Paradigms
We found nine studies that adapted the TRT to the fMRI environment. All of the studies were conducted in healthy or non-selected individuals. Studies have included male or female participants or both, with age ranges in the 20s to 30s. Four studies examined individual differences relevant to aggression: psychopathy [ For studies with drug administration, activations are reported for the placebo group or for main effects across groups. Unless specified by (−), brain region activations are positive. Peak activations were from contrasts and parametric analyses and whole-brain and region-of-interest (ROI) analyses, using labels reported by the original authors, Table 1 . Peak activations are also plotted in Fig. 2 for provocation and retaliation. Below we review the results of the studies, focusing on (1) brain activations and functional connectivity related to provocation, aggressive retaliation, and outcome evaluation; and (2) the relationship between individual differences and task-related patterns of neural activity. Drug and hormone effects will not be discussed.
Provocation
Provocation engaged diverse brain regions including limbic regions (amygdala, insula); subcortical regions that mediate arousal (thalamus, hypothalamus); regions involved in emotion regulation and cognitive control (DLPFC, VLPFC, medial PFC, and ACC); regions that support social cognition (temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), precuneus), movement preparation, and movement (pre-supplementary motor cortex [pre-SMA], SMA, and motor cortex); and occipital regions that support visual processing and attention (cuneus, lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus). While these regions were affected by provocation, only a few encode the threat value of provocation per se. It is worth noting that in most of the studies, the effect of provocation on neural activity was observed during decision-making when subjects were deciding the level of punishment to set for the opponent. Only two of five studies examined provocation independent of decision-making [61•, 68•] .
Models of emotional behavior place the amygdala at the center as a key region involved in detecting threats and facilitating responses. It is notable that only two studies observed an effect of provocation on amygdala activity [ level. In that study, the neural effect was evaluated during the decision-making phase, which included and immediately followed the angry face presentation. Their sample was all female. With respect to the lack of amygdala findings, it is possible that, in general, the cognitive demands associated with decision-making about retaliation diminished or suppressed activity in the amygdala, perhaps by diverting attention or by downregulating the amygdala [69] . Furthermore, studies may have "missed" amygdala activity by focusing on a time frame of the task other than the actual provoking event when the amygdala response was less robust. Lotze's finding is particularly compelling in that it shows parametric modulation of the amygdala by the intensity of provocation. In three studies, ROI analyses were used to detect provocation effects in the amygdala, but these yielded null results [63•, 65•, 66•] . Using angry faces and videos to enhance the ecological validity of the task in most cases did not result in amygdala findings [64•, 65 •] nor did accounting for individual differences in emotional reactivity (fear-potentiated startle; [64•] ). It is possible that amygdala response habituated rapidly during the task [70] . Another possibility is that the amygdala may encode provocation but that this activity does not influence decision-making about retaliation, at least within the time frames examined in these studies.
The insula was more frequently engaged by provocation than the amygdala. Two studies found positive modulation of the insula by provocation [61•, 67 •], and one found negative modulation [68•] . Two of these studies observed the activation during stand-alone provocation, while one [67•] observed activation during decision-making. This insula is known to be engaged by experimental tasks that induce emotional responses, including anger [17] . However, the insula also appears to be preferentially active during cognitively demanding emotional tasks compared to passive emotional viewing tasks [17] . The insula has been linked to diverse emotional, cognitive, and regulatory functions including bodily and emotional interoception and monitoring conflict and awareness of errors [21] . Given its role in awareness and its sensitivity to emotional events and cognitive demands, it has been proposed that the insula serves as a saliency detector that interacts with other brain regions to direct attention and working memory resources toward relevant targets and to modulate autonomic Table 1 ). In all studies except Lotze (2007) and Gan (2015) , provocation effect was analyzed during decision-making. Provocation effects of Buades-Rotges on outcome phase are not displayed (see Table 1 for list). b Retaliationrelated activations. Circles = high > low retaliation selections by the participant. In Brunnlieb (2013), results reflect "active" trials (in which a selected punishment would be administered) versus "passive" trials (in which the selected punishment would not be administered). In Kramer (2011), coordinates represent areas whose activity in the provocation phase correlated with behavioral aggression on the task and behavioral responding to events [23] . With respect to aggression, the findings here suggest that insula is sensitive to provocation and may influence decision-making under conditions of provocation.
The most robust provocation-related activity was observed in the medial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex (mPFC/ACC), where effects were concentrated in anteriordorsal ACC (adACC) and posterior-dorsal ACC regions (pdACC; [71] ). In the majority of the studies, activations were positively related to provocation intensity. In Kramer et al. [67•] , activity in medial frontal gyrus was related to provocation even while controlling for retaliation intensity, a potential confound. In contrast to other studies, Gan et al. (2015) observed less activation in the mPFC/ACC for high compared to low provocation. The finding did not seem to be attributable to alcohol effects. Two features are prominent in the pattern of activation in the mPFC/ACC. First, Lotze and colleagues (2007) found only a single activation in this region (in the medial cingulate). Rather, their provocation-related activations were localized to subcortical structures including caudate, putamen, and thalamus. Given that their analyses focused on actual provocation, the authors may have observed neural activity at an earlier stage of processing. As a result, their task appears to better capture "bottom-up" provocation effects that are more closely related to emotion generation and the initial threat response [13, 72] . Second, activations found in the medial wall of the frontal cortex are located more ventrally and posteriorly around the dACC. While some evidence has implicated this region in more cognitively oriented processes-and the rACC in emotional processes-another model posits that dorsal regions of mPFC/ACC is involved in detecting emotional conflicts, emotion appraisal, and emotion expression, while the rACC is more closely linked to emotion regulation [71] . According to this model, the observed pattern of activations observed would suggest that provocation elicits stronger emotional responses, generates greater emotional conflict, and/or instigates more intense appraisal processes. Kramer et al. (2011) also found that more intense provocation was associated with activity in motor cortex during retaliation.
In three studies, provocation was found to modulate activity in the thalamus, two positively [61•, 67 •] and one negatively [68•] . Located in the diencephalon between cerebral cortex and midbrain, the thalamus acts to relay sensory and motor information between sensory, subcortical (e.g., amygdala) and cortical brain structures. The thalamus is proposed to relay sensory information to the amygdala and may also mediate top-down regulation of emotion by prefrontal cortex [14, 73] . Thalamus is regularly engaged in studies that elicit emotion [14] and is known to be involved in arousal and regulatory processes. In previous studies, the thalamus was engaged during anger induction [74] ; furthermore, affective murderers have been found to have greater right thalamic activity during a CPT task compared to healthy subjects [75] . Other brain areas that were modulated by provocation include temporo-parietal regions that support social cognitive processes such as theory of mind (TPJ; [76] ) and occipital regions that support visual processing and are sensitive to emotional information that captures attention [77] . Although these regions do not represent core emotional neural circuitry, their functions support adaptive responding to threats and emotionally salient events. Accordingly, modulation of these regions by provocation is overall consistent with the notion that provocation engages emotional neural circuitry, which in turn interacts with and recruits engagement of other neural circuits.
Only one study showed an effect of provocation on the OFC. Buades-Rotger et al. (2016b) found using whole-brain analyses that videos of angry faces during provocation and decision-making recruited the OFC. Furthermore, connectivity (which was positive) between amygdala and OFC ROIs was reduced in the angry condition relative to neutral. Given the hypothesized role of the OFC in cortico-limbic models of emotion regulation, this finding may reflect reduced top-down control when evaluating provocative stimuli. Other studies did not observe OFC modulation by provocation even using ROI analyses and ecologically valid stimuli [65•, 68•] . One difficulty in imaging the OFC region is the loss of signal due to the region's proximity to the air/tissue interfaces of the sinuses. The present findings may therefore fail to capture the extent of OFC involvement in provocation and retaliation. More extensive activation was observed in the nearby ventral lateral PFC (inferior frontal gyrus). Four studies reported modulation of this region by provocation both alone and during decisionmaking (see Table 1 ). The VLPFC has been associated with emotion regulation (reducing negative emotions), behavioral inhibition, and avoidance conditioning [13, [78] [79] [80] .
Retaliation
Retaliatory behavior engaged many brain regions that subserve diverse functional domains (Table 1; Fig. 2b) . The authors used varying approaches to evaluate the neural correlates of retaliation, including examining simple contrasts of punishment selection (high versus low); using contrasts that control for the level of provocation; contrasts between administered and symbolic punishments; parametric neural correlates of retaliation intensity; and regression of average behavioral aggression on neural contrasts. This variability across studies may contribute to the heterogeneous activations observed for retaliation across studies. As with provocation, the region most consistently implicated in retaliation behavior was the mPFC/ACC, where activations were distributed across both rACC (including subgenual and pregenual cortex) and dACC, and along dorsal and rostral medial PFC (dmPFC and rmPFC). In the study by Lotze et al. (2007) , the DMPFC was parametrically modulated by the intensity of retaliation. Kramer et al. (2007) found that retaliation against both opponents and the computer activated left IFC, rACC, and dACC, as well as bilateral anterior insula. Retaliation also activated the dACC even when controlling for provocation intensity. Overall, the findings across studies fit with a model of emotion regulation/cognitive control that implicates the ACC [71] . The direction of activations (positive in all cases except OFC and lingual gyrus) indicates that more intense retaliation was associated with larger BOLD response in medial prefrontal and other regions. It is worth noting that most of the activations in rostral portions of ACC were reported by one study [63•] , in which the contrast was between active and passive trials. On active trials the selected punishment would be administered to the opponent. On passive trials, the selected punishment would be displayed but not administered. Retaliation-related activations reported in three other studies were located more posteriorly in the dACC.
Two studies found that activity in the OFC was modulated during retaliation. Brunnlieb (2013) found that OFC activity was greater on active versus passive trials. The meaning of this contrast in the OFC is somewhat ambiguous but may reflect the greater decision-making (i.e., valuation) demands on trials in which retaliation selection was meaningful versus merely symbolic or communicative. Using ROI analysis, Beyer et al. (2014a) found that average retaliation selection on the task was negatively correlated with OFC reactivity to provocation in the left medial OFC (and marginally in the right medial OFC). The decision-making stage included both the provocation and the retaliation decision. In other words, subjects who were more aggressive toward the opponent engaged less OFC in response to angry versus neutral faces when deciding on a retaliation response. This result recalls the finding by Coccaro et al. (2007) that aggressive subjects showed less OFC response to angry faces than did nonaggressive subjects. Although overall few of the studies reviewed found activation in OFC, other studies using social exchange paradigms, which are sometimes employed as models of reactive aggression, have observed modulation of OFC activity such that increasing economic punishment of an opponent is associated with decreased activity in OFC (e.g., [81, 82] ). When Lotze et al. (2007) and Beyer et al. (2014a) examined the neural correlates of retaliation level parametrically within-subjects, they found effects in the ACC/mPFC rather than OFC (Fig. 2b) . This suggests that ACC/mPFC may have a more significant role in the decision to retaliate during a provoked aggressive encounter. Buadas-Rotger (2016b) found, in whole brain analyses, that angry-versusneutral face reactivity in the superior temporal gyrus (STG) correlated with task-related aggressive behavior. Amygdala reactivity extracted from ROIs also correlated with aggression and the BOLD response peaked earlier compared to STG. The authors applied a test of mediation to the extracted cluster values and found that STG reactivity mediated the relationship between amygdala reactivity and task-related aggression. Previous studies associated STG activity with appraising unfair offers, threat detection, and mentalizing [66•] . Other regions of activation (lateral PFC, temporal lobe, parietal cortex) were activated heterogeneously across studies (see Fig. 2b ).
Reward Value of Aggression
Researchers have been interested in whether aggression invokes activity in reward-related brain areas, which might suggest that aggression is reinforcing. Such effects could explain why many individuals behave aggressively in spite of negative consequences and social prohibitions against aggression. Research on economic exchanges has found that punishing unfair behavior of a confederate is associated with neural responses in the striatum, including ventral striatum and dorsal striatum (caudate and putamen) [82] [83] [84] . Several of the studies reviewed here examined whether punishing a provocative opponent revealed striatal involvement. Not surprisingly, winning versus losing RT trials was associated with ventral striatum activity in some studies (e.g., [63•, 67•] ). Several studies also looked for reward-related neural responses in the retaliation and outcome phases. Lotze and colleagues (2007) observed dorsal striatal (caudate) activity when subjects set the punishment level for the opponent (which always occurred on winning trials). Kramer et al. (2007) found that caudate and putamen were associated with selecting the punishment for the opponent during the retaliation phase, controlling for provocation intensity. They also found that winning the RT trial evoked VS activity (outcome phase) but saw no difference in VS response between wins against a human confederate compared to the computer, suggesting that VS activity was more closely tied to avoiding punishment rather than punishing an opponent. Kramer et al. (2011) found that provocation-related caudate activity during the outcome phase early in the task correlated with later provoked aggression. Brunnlieb et al. (2013) sought to disentangle rewardrelated effects of punishing the opponent and avoiding punishment. They compared "active trials" in which the subject could administer a punishment to their opponent (and avoid punishment) by winning and "passive" trials in which their selection would not be administered (only revealed) and they could avoid punishment by winning. The authors observed winning-related VS activity during the outcome phase but found no difference between active and passive trials, reflecting a lack of reward-related activity specifically related to the opponent receiving punishment. In a reanalysis of the same data using VS ROIs, Buades-Rotger, Brunnlieb, and colleagues (2016a) found that punishing the opponent activated VS more so than avoiding punishment alone, providing the first evidence of ventral striatal involvement in punishing the opponent [66•] . This activity occurred during the outcome phase when the previously selected punishment was delivered. Beyer et al. (2014b) found that provocation-modulated caudate activity during the decision phase correlated with behavioral aggression on the task. Using ROI analyses, Gan et al. (2015) found that modulation of the VS during provocation correlated with overall provoked aggressive behavior (i.e., aggression toward the provocative versus mild opponent) in both their placebo and alcohol groups [68•] . Here it should be noted that alcohol is known to affect VS. Buades-Rotger (2016a) conducted connectivity analyses of the VS during the outcome phase (during which the trial winner was revealed and the previously-selected punishment was administered). Using seed regions in VS, the authors found that winning and the opponent being punished (versus winning while avoiding punishment) was linked to stronger connectivity between VS and OFC, a region known to play a role in tracking subjective rewards. Punishment was also associated with enhanced VS connectivity with motor regions, although no motor response was required at this stage of the trial. Finally, punishing was associated with enhanced VS-insula/thalamus connectivity and the strength of this relationship was related to provoked aggressive behavior on the task (i.e., retaliation selections on active minus passive trials). The meaning of this latter contrast is somewhat ambiguous; however, it may indicate the role of the VS and thalamus in facilitating motivated aggressive behavior. Trend-level negative correlations between VS-SMA connectivity and RT times raise the possibility that VS-SMA connectivity might facilitate faster responding on active (punishment) trials; although again, the reward activity and RTs occurred at different points in the trial.
In reviewing the literature on striatal activity in economic games, White et al. (2014) suggested that distinct roles of the ventral and dorsal striatum within the larger cortical-basal ganglia circuit may be important in interpreting the findings from such tasks. Specifically, these authors suggested that activity in dorsal striatum may indicate preparation for motor behavior in the form of retaliatory punishment, possibly reflecting action selection or preparation to start or stop movement. In their study, as did others, White and colleagues (2014) observed increased activity in caudate (but not VS) associated with punishment selection [82, 83] . The current review also found evidence from multiple studies that dorsal striatum is engaged during retaliation, in contrast to ventral striatum. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the striatum is involved in signaling reward during aggression, particularly given that the dorsal striatum may also participate in reward-related functions, overall clear evidence that aggression is rewarding at the neural level is lacking. Future studies may help to clarify this relationship. It is also worth noting that subjective feelings of reward have not been assessed during these tasks. Not surprisingly, winning, losing, punishing the opponent, avoiding punishment, watching as punishment is administered, and receiving punishment were associated with activity in other brain regions that are involved in social cognition (e.g., TPJ), emotion and emotion regulation, and cognitive functions (e.g., middle frontal gyrus, ACC).
Pathological Aggression
As reviewed, a robust literature points to abnormal brain structure and function in individuals who engage in recurrent destructive aggression. These differences are hypothesized to center around hyper-responsivity in emotional circuitry (e.g., amygdala) and hypo-responsivity in emotion regulation (ER)/ cognitive control (CC) circuitry (e.g., PFC; [6••, 8••, 10••, 58] ). Several of the studies reviewed assessed the relationship between trait aggression-or related constructs-and taskrelated behavioral aggression and neural activity. Kramer et al. (2011) found that individuals who displayed more provoked aggression on the task showed greater provocationrelated activity during decision-making in brain regions that not only support emotional reactivity (insula) but also increased activity in ER and CC regions (inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), ACC). The authors also examined whether selfreported trait aggression was associated with activity in these clusters but found no evidence this was the case [62•] . This finding partially supports the cortico-limbic model of pathological aggression with respect to hyper-responsivity of subcortical regions. However, because task-related behavior and trait aggression may be confounded, we cannot be sure whether the retaliation results reflect only the neural correlates of retaliation or trait differences in pathological aggression. Beyer et al. (2014a) found that subjects who were more aggressive on the task showed less OFC reactivity to angry faces, using an ROI analysis. By contrast, Buades-Rotger et al. (2016b) found greater amygdala reactivity to angry faces in subjects who were aggressive on the task, using ROI analyses. Both of these findings are consistent with the corticolimbic model of aggression. However, task-related aggressive behavior may not reflect differences in trait aggression, particularly in healthy, unselected samples like those employed in the studies we reviewed. Accordingly, these results may point to neural correlates of retaliation behavior but not necessarily pathologically aggressive behavior. Based on significant firstlevel MRI findings, Kramer et al. (2011) examined whether provocation-related reactivity in clusters located in caudate, IFG, and ACC during retaliation was related to trait aggression; however, no significant relationships emerged.
In two studies, Coccaro et al. have found that aggressive individuals show decrease or inverse (i.e., positive) frontallimbic connectivity patterns compared to healthy individuals [10•, 11] . Only two studies explored connectivity during the TRT task, focusing on seed regions (ROIs) in the ventral striatum, OFC, and amygdala. Buadas-Rotger et al. (2016b) observed task-related OFC-amygdala connectivity; however, individual differences in aggression on the task did not modulate the strength of the connectivity. Buades-Rotger et al. (2016a) found that trait anger was associated with positive connectivity between VS and IFG/INS when applying punishment versus avoiding punishment [85• ]. This appears to be a novel finding regarding connectivity in angry individuals, but one that is overall consistent with the notion of diminished top-down (i.e., inverse) control of limbic regions in aggressive individuals.
Discussion
Studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging of aggressive interactions (using the Taylor Reaction-Time Task) together support a neural circuit model of aggressive behavior that includes activity within and connectivity between brain regions that support emotional processes including emotion regulation and cognitive control. Real-world aggression is a complex multi-determined behavior, so too are the aggression paradigms described, which, like actual aggression, tap multiple psychological processes.
The nine studies reviewed overall provide evidence consistent with a neurobiological model of normal reactive aggression that implicates neural circuitry that mediates emotional reactivity, emotion regulation, and cognitive control. The studies in general also support the cortico-limbic model of pathological aggression that implicates hyper-reactivity in emotional brain areas and deficient activity and regulation by regions involved in regulating emotions and behavior. A few surprising findings emerged from the review of these studies. First, the studies revealed fewer than expected findings with respect to the amygdala. This may be attributable to aspects of the task designs and analytic approaches. However, activations in other regions implicated in emotional arousal, responding, and regulation (e.g., insula, thalamus) were replicated across studies and did, in some instances, correlate with trait aggression. Second, some support, though also less than expected, was found for the role of the OFC in aggressive behavior. Overall, there is greater evidence for the involvement of dorsal medial regions of prefrontal cortex in aggressive interactions. In particular, there was considerable evidence that mPFC/ACC activity modulates aggressive retaliation; however, there was very little evidence that differences in trait aggression are related to functioning of this region during an aggressive interaction. This is in part because analyses related to pathological aggression have focused on ROIs in the OFC and amygdala and not whole brain data or mPFC ROIs. Finally, the studies pointed toward the role of the dorsal striatum in aggression. Although the reported findings are heterogeneous in nature, there is enough evidence of striatal involvement in aggression to warrant further study.
Limitations and Future Directions
Overall, there are some limitations in the conclusions we can draw from these studies. First, in striving for greater ecological validity, studies using fMRI TRT adaptations may sacrifice some internal validity with respect to testing very specific hypotheses about neural mechanisms. Now that there is a literature on real-time neural correlates of reactive aggression, studies may begin to focus on more specific neural mechanisms that influence aggression, as can be seen in the approach taken by Buades-Rotger et al. (2016a). Relatedly, none of the studies we reviewed included specific instructions directing subjects to regulate their emotional responses. Therefore, we are limited in the conclusions we can draw about emotion regulation that may have occurred during the tasks. Activations across prefrontal and medial prefrontal regions, as well as connectivity findings, suggest that these tasks may be sensitive to directed emotion regulation effects. Future studies are needed further examine the role of specific emotion regulation processes during reactive aggression. Relatedly, in their current form, tasks may not be optimized to isolate specific cognitive control mechanisms, a limitation that may be addressed in future studies.
Future neurobiological research on aggression would benefit from an expanded focus beyond the role of the OFC and amygdala. There is sufficient evidence from the studies reviewed and others that more diverse brain regions play an important role in aggression. Further connectivity analyses are warranted. In addition, approaches that model causality such as Granger causality and dynamic causal modeling would provide novel information on the timing of neural events in aggressive behavior and pathological aggression. Continuing to optimize tasks designs may be productive and address unexpected (lack of) findings, for example, in the amygdala and OFC. fMRI scanning parameters that address signal dropout around the OFC may be important for this area of research. Similarly, now that there is a body of evidence to suggest emotional and cognitive neural circuit involvement in aggression, there is a need to pose more specific questions about the neural mechanisms underlying reactive aggressive. This could be addressed through new or altered task designs and the application of novel statistical contrasts. To better understand how altered neural circuit functioning relates to pathological aggressive behavior, there is a need to conduct studies in samples selected for high levels of aggression. Analyses of trait aggression in unselected or healthy populations may be underpowered and results in type 2 statistical errors (false negative findings). A related concern involves disentangling neural activity related to retaliation and activity that is altered in subjects with high trait aggression, as these two constructs are confounded in most studies. Finally, larger sample sizes may be needed to resolve heterogeneity across studies.
Conclusions
Neuroimaging studies of realistic aggressive interactions provide an opportunity to evaluate hypotheses about the role of various neural circuits in aggressive behavior. We found nine studies to date that probe the neural circuitry of aggression in real time using behavioral paradigms that simulate physically provocative aggressive interactions. These studies support models of aggressive behavior that implicate emotional and cognitive control neural circuitry. Our review of this literature synthesizes empirical findings and suggests future directions for research into the neural mechanisms of provoked aggressive behavior.
